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Universal Systems Language
Unlike traditional languages, the Universal Systems Language (USL) is based on a
preventative instead of a curative paradigm.
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]

Based on systems theory, to a great extent derived from lessons learned from the Apollo
onboard flight software effort, USL has evolved over several decades and taken on multiple
dimensions as a Systems Engineering approach.

According to its users, USL eliminates any preconceived notions because it is a world unto
itself–a completely different way to think about systems. Instead of object-oriented and
model-driven systems, the designer thinks in terms of system-oriented objects (SOOs) and
system-driven models. Much of what seems counterintuitive with traditional approaches, which
tend to be software-centric, becomes intuitive with this systems-centric approach.

USL was created for designing systems with significantly increased reliability, higher
productivity, and lower risk. It was designed with the following objectives in mind:
- reduce complexity and bring clarity into the thinking process;
- ensure correctness by inherent, universal, built-in language properties;
- ensure seamless integration from systems to software;
- ensure traceability and evolvability,
- develop unambiguous requirements, specifications, and design;
- ensure that there are no interface errors in a system design and its derivatives;
- maximize inherent reuse;
- ensure that every model captures real-time execution semantics (for example,
asynchronous and distributed);
- establish automatic generation of much of design, reducing the need for designers’
involvement in implementation details;
- establish automatic generation of 100 percent, fully production-ready code, from system
specifications, for any kind or size of software application; and
- eliminate the need for a high percentage of testing without compromising reliability.

USL together with its automation [5] , can address these objectives because of the systems
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theory that forms its foundations. It also takes roots from other sources–other real-world
systems and formal linguistics, methods, and object technologies.

Apollo beginnings
USL had as its origin its creators' study of the Apollo flight software development. One of the
more interesting areas of this study was that of the errors which took place during verification
and validation of the Apollo software.

The interface errors were analyzed in greater detail first because they not only accounted for
the majority of errors, they also were often the most subtle and most difficult to find. Each
interface error was placed into a category identifying the means to prevent it by way of system
definition. This process led to a set of six axioms forming the basis for a new mathematical
theory for designing systems that would, among other things, eliminate the entire class of
interface errors just by the way a system is defined.

Given the ongoing evaluation of the Apollo effort, it became clear that a new kind of language
was needed and that this mathematical theory could provide its core. Results of the analysis
took on many dimensions, not just for space missions but for applications in general, and not
just for software but systems in general–the results of which were not readily apparent for many
years to come.

Lessons learned from this effort continue today: Systems are asynchronous, distributed, and
event-driven in nature, and this should be reflected inherently in the language used to define
them and the tools used to build them. This implies that a system’s definition should
characterize natural behavior in terms of real-time execution semantics, and designers should
no longer need to explicitly define schedules of when events are to occur. Instead, events
should occur when objects interact with other objects so that by defining such interactions the
schedule of events is inherently defined. Most importantly, it became clear that the root problem
with traditional approaches is that they support users in “fixing wrong things up” rather than in
“doing things in the right way in the first place”. Combined with further research, as this became
more widely understood, it became clear that the characteristics of good design could be reused
by incorporating them into a language for defining systems.

USL captures the lessons learned from Apollo. When a model is defined with USL, correctness
is accomplished by the very way a system is defined, by built-in language properties inherent in
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the grammar. Whereas the traditional software development approach is curative, testing for
errors late into the life cycle, USL’s development-before-the-fact philosophy is preventive, not
allowing errors in the first place. A USL definition models both its application (for example, an
avionics or banking system) and properties of control into its own life cycle. Each SOO definition
has built-in constraints that support the designer and developer, yet they do not take away
flexibility in fulfilling requirements. A SOO inherently integrates all aspects of a system (for
example, function-, object-, and timing-oriented). Every system is an object, every object a
system.

Mathematical approaches are known to be difficult to understand and are limited in their use for
nontrivial systems as well as for much of the system’s life cycle. Unlike formal languages that
are not friendly or practical, and friendly or practical languages that are not formal, its users
consider USL to be not only formal but also practical and friendly. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] Unlike
other mathematically based formal methods, USL extends traditional mathematics with a unique
concept of control: universal real-world properties internal to its grammar–such as those related
to time and space–are inherent, enabling USL to support the definition and realization of any
kind or size of system. The formalism along with its unfriendliness is “hidden” by language
mechanisms derived in terms of that formalism.

General systems theory
A formalism for representing the mathematics of systems, USL is based on a set of axioms of
the general systems theory and formal rules for their application. All representations of a system
are defined in terms of a function map (FMap) and a type map (TMap). Every SOO is defined in
terms of a set of FMaps and TMaps. Three primitive structures derived from the set of axioms
and non-primitive structures derived ultimately in terms of the primitive structures specify each
map. Primitive functions, corresponding to primitive operations on types defined in a TMap,
reside at the bottom nodes of an FMap. Primitive types, each defined by its own set of axioms,
reside at the bottom nodes of a TMap. Each primitive function (or type) can be realized as a top
node of a map on a lower (more concrete) layer of the system.

Providing a mathematical framework within which objects, their interactions, and their
relationships can be captured, USL–a metalanguage–has “metamechanisms” for defining
systems. USL’s philosophy is that all objects are recursively reusable and reliable; reliable
systems are defined in terms of reliable systems; only reliable systems are used as building
blocks; and only reliable systems are used as mechanisms to integrate these building blocks to
form a new system. Designers can then use the new system, along with more primitive ones, to
define (and build) more comprehensive reliable systems. If a system is reliable, all the objects in
all its levels and layers are reliable.
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Six axioms of control
We must visualize a system definition both by what it does (level by level, e.g., a parent node in
a hierarchy is on a higher level than its children nodes) and how it does it layer by layer, e.g., a
specification is on a higher layer than its implementation). However, a hierarchical definition
runs the risk of not being reliable unless there are explicit rules that ensure each decomposition
is valid; for example, the behavior of a successive lower level (or layer) completely replaces the
behavior of that which it replaces. A SOO can be defined from its most general state to its most
detailed states. Objects, related properly, can replace other objects. An object is decomposed
until the primitive objects by which it has been defined have been reached.

At the base of every USL system is a set of six axioms–universally recognized truths–and the
assumption of a universal set of objects. [12] [13] [14] The axioms provide the formal foundation
for a USL “hierarchy”–referred to as a map, which. is a tree of control that spans networks of
relations between objects. Explicit rules for defining a map have been derived from the axioms,
where–among other things–structure, behavior, and their integration are captured.

Resident at every node on a map is the same kind of object (for example, a function on every
node of an FMap and a type on a TMap). The object at each node plays multiple roles; for
example, the object can serve as a parent (in control of its children) or a child (being controlled
by its parent). Whereas each function on an FMap has a mapping from its input to output
(domain to codomain), each type on a TMap has a
relation
between its domain and codomain.

Each axiom defines a relation of immediate domination of a parent over its children. The union
of these relations is control. Among other things, the axioms establish the relationships of an
object for invocation in time and space, input and output (domain and codomain), input access
rights and output access rights (domain access rights and codomain access rights), error
detection and recovery, and ordering during its developmental and operational states. Every
system can ultimately be defined in terms of three primitive control structures, each of which is
derived from the six axioms–resulting in a universal semantics for defining systems.

Universal primitive control structures
A structure relates each parent and its children according to the set of rules derived from the
axioms of control. A primitive structure provides a relationship of the most primitive form (finest
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grain) of control. All maps are defined ultimately in terms of the primitive structures and
therefore abide by the rules associated with each structure: A parent controls its children to
have a dependent (Join), independent (Include), or decision-making relationship (Or).

Figure 1 shows the rules used in defining each of the three primitive structures, using a syntax
that can be shared by FMaps and TMaps. Because it is defined in terms of these structures,
every SOO has control properties, inherently providing seamless integration, maximizing its own
reliability and flexibility to change, capitalizing on its own parallelism, and maximizing the
potential for its own reuse and automation. The structures ensure that all interface
errors–approximately 75 to 90 percent of all errors normally found during testing in a traditional
development–are eliminated at the definition phase.

Figure. 1 The three primitive control structure and their rules form a universal foundation for
constructing maps in the domains of time and space as FMaps and TMaps
Any system can be defined completely using only primitive structures, but less primitive
structures defined by and derived from the primitive structures–and therefore governed by the
control axioms–accelerate the definition and understanding of a system. The defined structure,
a powerful form of template-like reuse, provides a mechanism to define a map without explicitly
defining some of its elements. An FMap structure has placeholders for variable functions; a
TMap structure has placeholders for variable types; a universal structure has placeholders for
functions or types. Async is an example of a real-time, distributed, communicating FMap
structure with both asynchronous and synchronous behavior. An example of a TMap structure is
TreeOf, a collection of the same type of objects ordered using a tree indexing system. Each
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TMap structure assumes its own set of possible relations for its parent and children types.
Abstract types decomposed with the same TMap structure inherit the same primitive operations
and therefore the same behavior (each of which is available to FMaps that have access to
members of each of its TMap’s types). As researchers gain experience with new and different
types of applications, new reusable structures emerge.

With USL. all functions in a system and their relationships are defined with a set of FMaps.
Similarly, all types in a system and their relationships are defined with a set of TMaps. FMaps
represent the dynamic (doing) world of action by capturing functional and temporal (including
priority) characteristics. TMaps represent the static (being) world of objects by capturing spatial
characteristics–for example, containment of one object by another or relationships between
locations of objects in space. FMaps are inherently integrated with TMaps...

The process of developing a software system with USL together with its automation, the 001
Tool Suite (001), is as follows; define the system with USL, automatically analyze the definition
with 001's analyzer to ensure that USL was used correctly, automatically generate much of the
design and all of the implementation code, production-ready, with 001's generator.

Most of today's systems are defined with a language(s) originally intended for software. These
systems are built using a programming or specification language created specifically for a
computer, a syntax-first, syntax-dependent approach. USL, based on a formal systems theory
derived from real-world system, a semantics-first, syntax-independent approach, was originally
created for defining systems in general, where the goal was to combine mathematical perfection
with engineering precision.

Unlike languages where language mechanisms, rules, and tools are added after the fact as
more is learned about a class of systems, USL derives its language mechanisms and tools from
its core set of primitive mechanisms. Because of this flexibility, USL can be used as it gracefully
evolves as well as have the ability to lend its formal support to other languages. [15] By
inheriting its preventive philosophy, the potential exists to “solve” (prevent) a given problem as
early in the life cycle as possible.
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